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Everyone comes running now when females cry rape.  
They swaddle them as they profess names and the acts carried out,  
they put them on a pedestal and sing praise. Brave.  
 
No one comes running when you cry in silence, unable to speak  
his name or imagine the act. I don’t wish to relive the trauma like  
a soldier, waking in the dead of night at the sound of a car backfiring.  
 
I could tell you his name was Mike. That he isn't the kind  
of person you'd point out in a crowd. That at best, he’s average.  
Tall, black hair, and a five o’clock shadow like yours.  
 
It’d be a lie though. I wouldn’t tell you his name, or  
about how he’s an awful basketball player, or works a 9 to 5 job  
he half-heartedly cares about, or that I see him on the weekends.  
 
I’d tell you how we laughed, and joked, and drank.  
I’d admit I had too much and the night blurred.  
You’d cringe in the driver’s seat, trying to end it there.  
 
But I’d still tell you, pleading that you help me erase the hazy palms  
that bruised my hips and the unwelcomed fingers, too many of them,  
that you wipe me clean of the slick honey that pulled at my ribs and pelvis.  
 
I’d cry another story of an abused girl you, telling you how  
I remember feeling numb, how I felt like a Barbie doll:  
chewed up by the dog and spun through the washer one too many times.  
 
I’d apologize and say it wasn’t violent. At least not as violent  
as the reassembly. Unfamiliar cotton attempting to stitch its arms around me,  
my limp muscles and crooked joints reluctant to be swaddled in comfort.  
 
And like a soldier I’d reminisce how I lost something in that moment, how as  
the pieces were taped back together something had slipped through the cracks,  
maybe my left ventricle or that nerve that makes your chest tighten.  
 
You wouldn’t know it yet, but I’d foretell how I’d lose you  
from some highway-side gas station because I felt as if I was dirty,  
another piece of garbage on the Jersey turnpike...  
 



He never leaves despite the days that pass. It’s ongoing,  
night after night in your bedroom encased in darkness except for  
a shear of light that filters through the gap in the curtains.  
 
Naked and exposed I lay in discomfort, knuckles tight and  
stomach bruised. My frame presses up against the wall,  
straighter than a ruler and you absent from the scene.  
 
Next to me, maybe two inches away he lays. His breath is hot  
on my forehead, leg hair tickling at my thighs. It hurts… my spine  
coursing quicker than a hummingbird's heart yet, doesn’t move a hair.  
 
If I shook any harder my skin would chip off in chunks. My outside would wither  
into sand till my interior was nothing, but air space. Space for him to crawl into and  
play puppet master, prying open my jaw and sealing it tight with the snap of his fingers.  
 
You’d tell me to simply wake, but I’d say how everything quivers and  
nothing moves, how it's horrifying, how I fear moving, waking, how if  
I did he could be disturbed and it would happen again. Again.  
 
You’d brush it off and go about your day. “Take a sleeping pill,” you say;  
later, overlooking the fact when you find me crying in your sheets.  
If only you knew how much it hurts, to be silent without a choice. 


